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• We propose a scalable all-optical interconnect for cloud computing data center.
• A distributed wavelength-based Optical Circuit Switching is employed to build a path over multiple hops.
• The wavelength allocation strategy effectively enhances the connectivity and scalability of the network.
• Several approaches are taken to ensure a fast optical path setup.
• The optical switch enables an on demand extension of the wavelength switching capacity.
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a b s t r a c t

With high capacity and low power consumption, the optical interconnect provides a promising solution
to address the communication bottlenecks in cloud computing data centers. However, as the scale of data
center keeps an explosive growth trend, the centralized optical switching architecture may suffer from
scalability issues, such as the costly switching fabric, the complicated control system, and the inflexi-
ble expansion mode. A distributed optical interconnect named RingCube (k, n, m) is proposed to solve
this problem. By embedding hypercube into ring topology and utilizing the multi-wavelength commu-
nication strategy, the architecture realizes incremental expansion at a fine granularity, without device
replacement, port reservation or network rewiring. The proposed wavelength allocation strategies effec-
tively reduce the number of wavelengths that is necessary to overcome the high blocking ratio of Optical
Circuit Switching (OCS). Moreover a modular multi-wavelength optical switch structure is designed to
realize the on-demand expansion of the wavelength switching capacity. The simulation indicates that
RingCube achieves considerable performance and good scalability while maintains very low cost.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As a significant technology trend, cloud computing enables
a convenient, on-demand access to a pool of configurable re-
sources [1]. Data center is the backbone infrastructure to support
large scale cloud computing and these new emerging cloud-based
applications continue to drive the evolution of modern data center
that holds tens of thousands severs and highly depend on the per-
formance of the network. To support the increasing applications
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and tasks, the scale of data center is expanding at a fast rate. Mi-
crosoft doubles the number of servers every 14months. The global
network traffic within data center will keep a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 24% from 2012 to 2017 [2]. As a result, scala-
bility becomes a crucial principle in designing newdata center net-
work architecture. The scale of traditional tree based hierarchical
network is limited by the core switching capacity. To overcome
this issue, new network topologies, such as Fat Tree [3], VL2 [4],
DCell [5], and BCube [6], have been proposed. These architectures
can be expanded to large scale with the commodity switches.
However, to provide sufficient bandwidth adapted to the increas-
ing processing and storage power,more cables and transceivers are
required, thus resulting in the overly complex wiring problem and
significant power consumption.
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Optical interconnect is a promising technique to provide high
bandwidth with low power consumption [7,8]. Several optical in-
terconnect schemes have been proposed in the literature. The hy-
brid architecture, such as c-Through [9], Helios [10], can make
a high compatibility with the existing electrical packet switches,
thus achieving better tradeoff between the network performance
and technical feasibility. All optical switching designs, such as
DOS [11], Petabit [12], Proteus [13], HOS [14], are also proposed
to further eliminate the electronic cost and take more benefits of
photonics. However, as the agility and network performance draw
more attention than scalability, most of these designs employ a
centralized optical switching architecture to flatten the data cen-
ter network. Although this approach can greatly simplify the net-
work architecture and reduce the communication latency, there
are some challenges in the network scalability. The first challenge
is designing a high radix optical switch capable of directly inter-
connecting thousands of server racks. Currently the largest com-
mercial MEMS switch only supports hundreds of ports [15]. The
cascaded multi-stage switching fabric, such as Benes, Clos, and
Spanke, can extend to large scale. However, some other issues,
such as the complex control strategy, high power consumption,
packaging and cost constraints, may prevent it from implemen-
tation. Another challenge is the inefficient expansion mode. As
there are continuously increasing demands for the computing re-
source, data center needs to be frequently expanded to accom-
modate more servers and storages. Usually the centralized optical
switching network adopts the scale-up mode, which means upon
reaching the device’s capacity the old optical switch is replaced by
a new one with higher radix and more powerful switching capac-
ity. As the cost grows nonlinearly with the switching capacity, this
scale-up mode may result in less benefit per additional capacity
growth unit [16]. To support larger scale network with 100,000
servers, new optical interconnection networks are proposed. One
type of design employs an optical switching layer over the racks or
edge switches. Typical examples include the Single-stage Shuffle-
eXchange (SSX) based hybrid network [17], the free space optical
(FSO) based architecture [18] and Mordia [19]. Another type of de-
sign expands a single optical switch into a multi-stage structure.
The elastic optical Data Center network (EODCN) [20] is a classic
example. All these architectures eliminate the requirement for a
centralized high radix optical switch and enable a horizontal scale-
outmode, whichmakes expanding the scale of the network as sim-
ple as adding more switches and links. However, here each switch
needs to reserve some ports for the future expansion. Another is-
sue is the higherwiring cost becausemore switches are introduced.
Moreover, to keep the regular structure, some switches need to be
rewired in the expansion, which may induce the additional labor
cost and human error.

WithWDM technique, the wave channels, instead of fiber links,
can be used to increase the capacity of an optical network. Thus the
optical interconnect potentially enables a more efficient scale-out
mode which may eliminate the port reservation and rewiring. To
realize this mode, a new optical interconnection network termed
RingCube (k, n,m) is proposed. By embedding the hypercube into
ring topology, the network can achieve incremental expansion
while keeping the constant node degree. New wavelengths are
added to satisfy the increasing bandwidth requirement. The OCS is
adopted by RingCube as it is one of the most mature optical tech-
niques. It also ensures a reliable delivery, which is important for
some storage applications in the cloud data center. However, this
connection oriented switching strategy suffers from high block-
ing ratio because of the coarse resource reservation. Fortunately,
the multiple wavelengths, initially used for capacity expansion,
can also be used to refine the resource granularity and increase
the network connectivity. The new wavelength allocation strate-
gies are proposed. Much fewer wavelengths are required to sup-
port non-blocking all-to-all communications in the cluster and to
achieve high connectivity between clusters. Furthermore, a multi-
wavelength optical switch is designed to support the proposed
communication strategy. The modular structure enables a plug-
gable deployment of the additionalwavelength switching capacity.

In summary, the key contributions of this work include: (1)
a distributed all-optical interconnect is proposed to realize the
incremental expansion at a fine granularity, without device re-
placement, port reservation or network rewiring; (2) the multi-
wavelength allocation algorithms are developed to overcome the
high blocking ratio of OCS and reduce the required number of
wavelengths; (3) a modular multi-wavelength switch is designed
to enable the on-demand extension of the wavelength switching
capacity.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the archi-
tecture of the proposed optical interconnection network. Section 3
presents the distributed communication strategy that enables an
optical path with the specific wavelength to be established over
multiple hops. As the multiple wavelengths are used to enhance
the scalability and performance of the network, thewavelength al-
location strategies and multi-wavelength optical switch structure
are provided in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Thenwe evaluate the
performance and cost of the proposed architecture in Section 5 and
finally make a conclusion in Section 6.

2. The architecture of RingCube

Topology is the most important factor that determines many
key properties of the network. A cluster-based hybrid network,
which employs two topologies to form the intra-cluster connec-
tion and the inter-cluster connection, may effectively combine the
benefit of both topologies. However, when deciding which topol-
ogy is better for the intra- or inter-cluster connection, we should
consider many factors, such as the cost, technical feasibility, scala-
bility and flexibility.

To improve the network performance, the fast optical switching
fabrics are employed in our design. But currently these switches
cannot scale to large port number because of the crosstalk
and insertion loss. For example, in practice the port number of
Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (AWGR) is severely limited
by the frequency deviation and crosstalk [21]. The available
number of port for another fast optical switch proposed in [22]
is 32. This constrain should be taken into consideration in the
topology selection. Compared with the high-radix topologies,
such as full-mesh, dragonfly, and Clos, hypercube can expand to
larger scale with low radix switches, thus well meeting the port
number constrain and maintaining better cost-efficiency. When
considering the connection between the clusters, the selected
topology should realize an incrementally scale-out mode, that is,
the processing power and network capacity should be gradually
expanded at the granularity of hundreds of ports and servers,
without device replacement or rewiring. Two topologies, ring and
torus, can satisfy this requirement. Although torus provides higher
bisection width and lower diameter, twomore ports are needed to
connect the neighbor clusters. Thus with the α-port switches, we
can build a torus embedded with (α − 4) dimensional hypercube
clusters, or a ring embedded with (α − 2) dimensional hypercube
clusters. Considering much heavier local traffic has been observed
in cloud data center in practice [23], the hybrid topology ring
embedded with hypercube (termed RingCube), can accommodate
more servers within a cluster, thus achieving better network
performance and cost-efficiency. After selecting the proper
topologies, we will then discuss other details of RingCube, such as
the basic building block, the connection and addressing rules.

As shown in Fig. 1, RingCube (k, n,m) is a two-layer hierarchical
topology. The first layer is defined as cluster, which employs 2n

racks to form an n-dimensional hypercube. Then k clusters are
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Fig. 1. The architecture of RingCube (6, 3, 20).

further arranged in a ring structure to form the top layer. The rack
is used as the basic construction unit. Different from the traditional
structure, an Optical Top of Rack (OToR) switch is employed over
the Electrical Top of Rack (EToR) switch to provide the optical
connections for each other. Thus in RingCube, each rack consists
of one OToR switch, one EToR switch, andm servers. These servers
are connected to the EToR switch by copper links and then the EToR
switch is connected to the OToR switch via WDM fibers.

Each rack is associated with a unique address (cluster_id, posi-
tion_id). The n bit binary number of position_id (anan−1 . . . a1) is the
coordinate of a rack in n-dimensional hypercube. The r bit binary
number of cluster_id (crcr−1 . . . c1), which is shared by all the racks
in the same cluster, denotes the position of a cluster in the ring
topology. Fig. 1 shows the example of addresses of RingCube (6, 3,
20).

An OToR switch employs n + 2 links to connect other OToR
switches to form the optical network. Among them, n links
(defined as cube links) are served as local connections within a
cluster. The additional two links (defined as ring links) are used
to connect racks with the same position_id in the neighboring
clusters. Thus two OToR switches (crcr−1 . . . c1, anan−1 . . . a1) and
(urur−1 . . . u1, vnvn−1 . . . v1) are connected by the cube link if
condition 1 is satisfied. Otherwise, if condition 2 is satisfied, two
OToR switches are connected by the ring link.

Condition 1: anan−1 . . . a1 and vnvn−1 . . . v1 differ exactly in one
bit while crcr−1 . . . c1 = urur−1 . . . u1.

Condition 2: c = (u ± 1) mod k and anan−1 . . . a1 =

vnvn−1 . . . v1, where c and u are decimal representations of the
binary numbers crcr−1 . . . c1 and urur−1 . . . u1 respectively, k is the
number of clusters in RingCube.

RingCube employs the identical switching element and con-
struction unit, thus maintaining some good properties such as
the symmetric structure and evenly distributed links. Moreover,
RingCube can achieve an incrementally scale-outmode, that is, the
servers and network capacity could be incrementally expanded at
an appropriate granularity. Many regular topologies can achieve
the scale-out mode, but their scalable granularities are not con-
trollable. For example, assume that each line card of the modular
switch supports 8 ports. Fat tree network can only be gradually ex-
panded to the size of 16000, 27648, and 43904, corresponding to
the available port number of 40, 48, and 56 respectively. With the
5-port mini-switches, DCell2 can support 930 servers, but for fur-
ther expansion, DCell3, will reach the size of 865830. Some irreg-
ular network designs, such as REWIRE [24] and Jellyfish [25], can
achieve finer scalable granularity, however, these networks may
increase the difficulty inmanagement and configuration. RingCube
effectively solves this dilemma. A cluster with (m × 2n) servers
can be directly added to the top layer, without device replacement
or rewiring. The architecture not only achieves the linear scalable
granularity but also maintains a regular structure and less labor
cost during the expansion. However, as the bisection width of ring
topology does not increase with the network scale, the multiple
wavelengths should be employed to enrich the logic connectiv-
ity in the top layer. Another limitation is that when the number
of clusters is beyond 20, the ring topology may become bad in la-
tency. To solve this problem, a fast forwarding scheme is proposed
in Section 3.3.

3. The communication strategy for RingCube

Different from the existing optical architectures that employ
one-hop switching in optical domain, RingCube needs to build
an optical path over multiple hops. Thus a new communication
strategy should be proposed to make several optical switches
configured in a coordinated way. Furthermore, as RingCube only
employs optical connections among different racks, to support
some latency-sensitive inter-rack communications, the optical
path should be established in the order of hundreds of microsec-
onds.

In what follows, we present the detailed process of the optical
path setup. Then the wavelength allocation strategy is proposed to
enhance the connectivity and scalability of RingCube. Finally, the
approaches to minimize the latency of path setup are discussed.

3.1. The process of optical path setup

Two switching strategies, Electrical Packet Switching (EPS) and
OCS are applied for delivering different traffic flows. Packets with
the destination addresses in the local rack are classified as the
internal rack traffic. These packets can be directly forwarded to the
destination by EPS. Other packets, with the destination addresses
located outside the local rack, are classified as the external rack
traffic. These packets should be transmitted through the optical
network by OCS. The connection based optical switching strategy
OCS requires first setting up an optical connection before the data
transmission. A distributed control signaling scheme is designed
to ensure the consistent scalability of the control system and the
network. Each OToR switch contains a control module to process
the control packets and configure the corresponding optical
switching fabric. A dedicated wavelength λC is used to deliver the
control packets. These control packets need to make O/E and E/O
conversions at each intermediate node. However, the optical data
signals are directly delivered from the source to the destination.

To improve the bandwidth utilization, a simple method of traf-
fic grooming is applied at the source. When the external rack
packet arrives at the EToR switch, the traffic scheduler checks the
destination address and then finds the right rack that holds the des-
tination server. As most data center architectures are explicit and
relatively static, the server location can be easily acquired during
the initial stage. After address checking, packets are stored in the
corresponding aggregated queues based on their destination rack
addresses.

The scheduler checks each aggregated queue periodically. It
generates a setup packet for the new aggregated flow and this
setup packetwill reserve a specificwavelength along the path from
the source rack to the destination rack. At the input port of each
intermediate OToR switch, the setup packet is extracted from the
control channel, converted into the electrical signal and processed
by the control module. Then the control module makes routing
computation and checkswhether the requiredwavelength is avail-
able. If yes, the control module configures the corresponding ports
of the optical switching fabric and forwards the setup packet to
the next node. If the required wavelength has been occupied by
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other connection, the setup packet will be temporarily stored in
the module, waiting for the release of the resource. Overall, two
stages are involved to forward the setup packet from the source
rack to the destination rack. The first stage is forwarding it inside
the cluster and e-cube routing algorithm is applied because of sim-
plicity and deadlock freedom.When the setup packet arrives at the
specific rack with the same position_id as the destination rack, it is
routed on the ring links based on the shortest path routing algo-
rithm. When the setup packet arrives at the destination rack, an
optical path has been established. An ACK packet, using the re-
served wavelength, is generated and sent back along the optical
path. This is feasible becausemost optical switching elements, such
as AWGR, SOA, and microring resonator, are bidirectional trans-
parency. Thus the optical path from the source to the destination
is actually bidirectional and can be used to send some informa-
tion back to the source. Similar approaches have been adopted in
[26–28]. The counter-propagating ACK packet is separated by the
optical circulator and detected by a dedicated receiver. Then all
packets that belong to the aggregated flow are directly transmitted
to the destination, using the reserved wavelength. Finally a tear-
down packet is sent through the control channel hop by hop. It will
release the reserved wavelength along the path.

3.2. The wavelength allocation strategy

In RingCube, the multiple wavelengths can be used to expand
the bandwidth of the top ring structure when more clusters are
connected. More importantly, they can be leveraged to reduce the
blocking ratio of OCS, that is, with two different wavelengths two
connectionswill not block each other on the overlapped links. Thus
the wavelength allocation strategy is crucial for the performance
and scalability of RingCube. As each rack holds tens of servers, it
may simultaneously generate many aggregated flows with differ-
ent destination racks. To minimize the blocking ratio, wavelengths
should be allocated under the all-to-all traffic pattern, which as-
sumes that all the nodes require communication with each other
simultaneously. However, for the whole topology, it is overly com-
plicated to seek an optimal strategywhich not only realizes the all-
to-all non-blocking communication but alsominimize the required
number of wavelengths. Moreover, as the number of wavelengths
for non-blocking RingCube increases exponentially with the net-
work scale, the available wavelength resource will quickly be ex-
hausted. To solve the resource limitation problem, some blocking
should be allowed. Thus wavelength allocation in RingCube can
be partitioned into two sub-problems which are Wavelength Al-
location in Hypercube (WAH) and Wavelength Allocation in Ring
(WAR) respectively. The internal cluster flows, which are only
transmitted within the cluster, are assigned wavelengths based on
WAH. Other flows which are transmitted between the different
clusters are assigned wavelengths based on WAR and these flows
are defined as the external cluster flows.

Several papers have studied the wavelength scheduling prob-
lem in ring and hypercube topologies. The minimum number of
wavelengths for some regular topologies to achieve wide-sense
non-blocking under multicast communication is analyzed in [29].
Different from all-to-all traffic pattern, the multicast communica-
tion does not allow one destination to simultaneously receive traf-
fic from the multiple sources. Scheduling all-to-all connections in
WDM ring is studied in [30]. Here only a subnet of connections is
allowed to establish at one time. Wavelength allocation strategies
for all-to-all communication in ring and hypercube topologies are
also proposed in [31]. As the wavelength scheduling is based on
a specific switching strategy named Labeled Optical Burst Switch-
ing with Home Circuit (LOBS-HC), several connections can share
one wavelength even they have the overlapped links. In contrast,
RingCube proposes the WAH and WAR based on the addressing
properties and routing algorithms. The details for WAH and WAR
will be discussed as follows.

For the internal cluster flows, the source rack address and
destination rack address are the same in cluster_id. Thus WAH
only concerns the position_id of each flow. An E-cube Routing
Tree (ERT) is proposed to describe all connections from the source
node snsn−1 . . . s1 to all the other nodes in the hypercube. Fig. 2(a)
shows an example of ERT rooted at node 0000 in 4-dimensional
hypercube. The leaf nodes at layer h represent the destination
nodes with h hops away from the root node. All the edges from
the root node snsn−1 . . . s1 to the leaf node lnln−1 . . . l1 represent
relevant links forming the optical connection from the node
(crcr−1 . . . c1, snsn−1 . . . s1) to the node (crcr−1 . . . c1, lnln−1 . . . l1).
Note that the root node contains n branches which are defined as
the sub-trees. Additionally, if the highest bit of the root node equals
0, the ERT is termed as 0-ERT. Otherwise, the ERT is termed as 1-
ERT. To minimize the number of wavelengths required for all-to-
all communication in hypercube, wavelengths should be reused as
often as possible. Two connections with no overlapped links are
defined as the conflict-free connections and these connections can
use the same wavelength. Base on ERT, three wavelength reuse
regulations have been defined.

① For each ERT, connections in different sub-trees can reuse the
same wavelengths.

② Connections originating fromnode (ānan−1 . . . a1) can reuse the
same wavelengths as the connections originating from node
(anan−1 . . . a1).

③ For any two ERTs, if two connections, belonging to these
two ERTs respectively, have no overlapped links, the same
wavelength can be shared by these two connections.

To make full use of regulation 1 and 3, 2n−1 0-ERTs are con-
structed and a greedy heuristic algorithm is proposed to allocate
wavelengths to all connections of each 0-ERT. In the algorithm, a
set of wavelengths (named WAH wavelength set) is divided into
n groups and the ith (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) group records the wave-
lengths which have been allocated to the i-hop connections. An
h-hop connection is chosen and checked whether it can reuse the
wavelengths in the hth group. If a used wavelength can be applied
to this connection, this wavelength is allocated to the connection.
Otherwise, a new wavelength is introduced. Algorithm 1 repre-
sents the details of wavelength allocation in one ERT. This process
repeats 2n−1 times and all connections belonging to 0-ERTs have
been allocated the specific wavelengths. Then based on the regu-
lation 2, a connection belonging to 1-ERT, which is expressed as
(1an−1an−1 . . . a1) → (bnbn−1 . . . b1), uses the same wavelength
allocated to connection (0an−1an−1 . . . a1) →


b̄nbn−1 . . . b1


.

Algorithm 1: Greedy wavelength allocation in one ERT
Step1: Choose a source node and generate its ERT.
Step2: If all connections in the ERT have been allocated

wavelength, stop. Otherwise chose a connection
without assigning wavelength and check its hop h.

Step3: Search the used wavelengths in the hth group of the
WAH wavelength set and stop searching if a used
wavelength has not been recorded by any link
forming this connection. This wavelength is
assigned to the connection.

Step4: If failed in step 3, a new wavelength is allocated.
This wavelength is recorded in hth group of the WAH
wavelength set.

Step5: All links forming the connection record the assigned
wavelength and go tostep 2.

Other than the internal cluster flows, the source rack address
and destination rack address of an external cluster flowmay differ
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Fig. 2. (a) ERT rooted at 0000 in 4-hypercube. (b) Wavelength allocation in a ring with 8 nodes.
both in the cluster_id and position_id. However, WAR is simply
operated based on the hops between the source cluster and the
destination cluster, which implies that WAR only concerns with
the cluster_id of each external cluster flow. Thus, each cluster is
regarded as a node in a ring topology in WAR.

An example shown in Fig. 2(b) illustrates the wavelength allo-
cation in a ring with 8 nodes. Wavelength


λ1
0


R is used for each

node communicating with its neighbors 1-hop away. Wavelength
λ2
0


R and


λ2
1


R are used for the 2-hop connections. Similarly, 5

wavelengths and 4 wavelengths are used for the 3-hop connec-
tions and 4-hop connections respectively. Here the superscript de-
notes the hop and the subscript denotes the index number of
wavelengths used for this hop. The subscript R outside the bracket
means this wavelength is used for WAR only. Overall four groups
of wavelengths are employed in the clockwise direction and these
wavelengths can be reused according to the same principle in the
counter-clockwise direction.

In general, for RingCube (k, n, m), the wavelengths used in
WAR are divided into ⌊k/2⌋ groups. The ith (i = 1, 2, . . . ⌊k/2⌋)
group contains (i + i mod k) wavelengths which are denoted as

λi
0


R ,


λi
1


R . . .


λi
i−1


R ,


λi
i


R . . .


. For an external cluster flow,

its communication wavelength is determined by the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: wavelength allocation for the external
cluster flow
Step1: Calculate the hops h between the source cluster and

destination cluster.
Step2: Covert the source cluster_id(crcr−1 . . . c1) to the

decimal number c .
Step3: Chose the wavelength


λh
p


R
from the hth goup:

if c ≤ k − (k mod h) then p = c mod h
else p = h + (c mod h)

To prevent the internal cluster flows from blocking the external
cluster flows, two different sets of wavelengths are used in WAH
andWAR. Moreover, as currently the available wavelengths across
both C and L bands are very limited, it is infeasible to build a large
scale RingCube without any blocking. Considering much heavier
local traffic load has been observed in cloud data centers in prac-
tice, we designWAH to realize the non-blocking communication in
the local hypercube cluster. As a compromise, some blocking may
happen between the external cluster traffic flows. However, since
WAR has restricted this contention to a special group of flows with
the same source and destination cluster_id. The wavelength allo-
cation strategy makes a reasonable tradeoff between the available
resource and network performance.

This wavelength scheduling strategy also facilitates the net-
work expansion. As WAH only associates with the dimension of
the hypercube, all the communication configurations for the inter-
nal cluster flows remain the same in the expansion. RingCube only
needs to change some configurations for the external cluster flows.
For example, expanding RingCube (8, n,m) to (10, n,m), 7 addi-
tional wavelengths should be added into the set of wavelengths
for WAR. Then the corresponding optical transceivers and wave-
length switching modules should be added into the EToR switches
and OToR switches.

3.3. The approaches for fast optical path setup

RingCube uses all-optical interconnect to deliver traffic be-
tween different racks, thus eliminating the high power con-
sumption and complex wiring caused by the electrical switches.
However, the traffic pattern of data center is characterized by the
mixture of mice and elephant flows. As an all-optical network,
RingCube needs to deliver both types of flows by Optical Circuit
Switching (OCS). Traditionally OCS is naturally suitable for the
bandwidth-hungry elephant flows but may not be fast enough to
deliver the mice flows. To satisfy the delay requirements of the
latency-sensitive mice flows, RingCube should be able to establish
an optical path in the microsecond time scale. Several measures
have been taken to realize this fast path setup. First, the optical
switching fabric is built up with the advanced photonic elements,
such as AWG, SOA and microring resonators. With the switching
time in the order of microseconds or nanoseconds [32], the config-
uration of the optical crossbar can be done as soon as the setup
packet arrives. Second, the multiple wavelengths are employed
to achieve much higher logical connectivity degree. For the intra-
cluster communication, the setup packet will never be blocked
because of the wavelength contention. For the inter-cluster com-
munication, the setup packet also has a low probability to be
blocked in the intermediate switch. Thus in the control plane, the
delay for path setting up can be approximately evaluated by Eq. (1).

tdelay = (tstrans × 2 + tforward) × h + tatrans × 2 (1)

where tstrans is the transmission delay of the setup packet, tforward
is the delay taken for each switch to process the arrived setup
packet, h is the number of hops between the source rack and
the destination rack, tatrans is the transmission delay of the ACK
packet. tstrans and tatrans can further be calculated by Eqs. (2) and
(3) respectively.

tstrans = lsetup/B (2)

tatrans = lack/B (3)

where lsetup is the length of the setup packet, lack is the length of
the ACK packet, B is the transmission bandwidth. The first term of
Eq. (1) describes the delay for sending the setup packet from the
source rack to the destination rack while the second term repre-
sents the delay for sending the ACK packet back to the source rack.
Different from the setup packet, the ACK packet travels backwards
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through the reserved optical path, thus greatly accelerating the re-
sponse time for path establishment. To keep an appropriate scal-
able granularity, the dimension of the hypercube is less than nine,
thus above approaches can maintain a low latency for the intra-
cluster communication. However, RingCube may contain about 20
clusters to support the large data center with 100,000 servers. We
should further reduce the setup delay for the inter-cluster com-
munication. It is worth noting that the transmission delay tstrans is
much smaller than the processing delay tforward. Specifically, it only
takes 0.0512 µs to transmit or receive a 64 byte setup packet at
10 Gbps, but it takes about 4–20 µs to do the routing computation
andwavelength check [33]. Thus ifwe simplify the routing process,
the latency at each hop can be significantly reduced. This is pos-
sible because of the following observation. First, the inter-cluster
setup packet may be blocked because of wavelength contention,
but this blocking only happens within the local cluster. Once the
setup packet begins traveling on the links of the ring, it has trav-
eled out of the pathwhere thewavelength contentionmay happen.
Second, there is no need to compute the output port for the inter-
cluster setup packet when it travels on the ring links. Since there
are only two ring ports for each intermediate OToR switch, the
setup packet arriving at one ring port only needs to be forwarded to
the other ring port. Thus to speed up the forwarding process, two
dedicated channels, responsible for delivering the control packets
between two ring ports, are deployed in the control module.When
the OToR switch receives a setup packet from a ring port, it checks
whether this setup packet has arrived at the destination. If not, the
setup packet is sent through the dedicated channel that is directly
connected to the output of the other ring port. Simultaneously, the
information of the reservedwavelength is extracted and sent to the
configuration module. Since this procedure only involves pushing
all of a packet’s bits into the dedicated data wires, the processing
delay can be greatly reduced from tens of microseconds to lsetup/B.

In summary, RingCube accelerates the procedure of path setup
by using four measures comprehensively. First, the advanced
photonic switching element with nanosecond switching time is
adopted to enable the real-time configuration as soon as the setup
packet arrives. Second, the multiple wavelengths are employed to
eliminate the queuing delay, which used to be the main part of
the delay to deliver the setup packet. Third, leveraging the bidi-
rectional transparency of the optical crossbar and the links, the
ACK packet is directly transmitted through the optical path, which
reduces the delay of path setup by 50%. Fourth, the fast forward-
ing channel is exploited to overcome the bad transmission delay in
the ring topology. These fourmeasures effectively reduce the delay
of the path setup. i.e. for the largest network RingCube (20, 8, 20)
with 102,400 servers, it only takes about 93 µs to build the optical
connection along the longest path. Considering that fat tree takes
about 60 µs to deliver the smallest data packet along the longest
forwarding path, the delay of the path setup in RingCube is accept-
able for the latency-sensitive applications. Thus with the fast path
setup mechanisms, RingCube is able to deliver both elephant and
mice flows by the optical circuit switching strategy.

4. The pluggable modular multi-wavelength switch

RingCube can keep a constant node degree during the
expansion. However, more wavelengths should be employed into
the ring structure to meet the increasing bandwidth requirement.
Accordingly, eachOToR switch should be easily upgraded to switch
the new added wavelengths. Although each switch can reserve
some wavelength switching capacity for the future network
expansion, this approach wastes the investment and power
consumption unless the switch reaches the actual maximum
switching capacity. Thus a modular multi-wavelength optical
Fig. 3. The structure of pluggable modular multi-wavelength optical switch.

switch is designed to realize the easy deployment of the additional
wavelength switching modules.

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed optical switch adopts the
horizontal–vertical infrastructure [34]. All photonic elements and
transceiver modules are integrated on the circuit boards. Based on
functions and positions, these circuit boards can be classified into
the uplink card, midplane, control card and switching card. The
midplane is placed at the center of the switch. It provides inter-
faces to connect the uplink cards, control card, and the switching
cards. The uplink cards, mounted vertically on the right of themid-
plane, act as the input and output ports of the switch. The con-
trol card, mounted horizontally on the top layer of the left side
of the midplane, is responsible for processing the control packets
andmanaging the configuration of all switching cards. The switch-
ing cards, mounted below the control card, will switch the specific
wavelengths from input ports to the right output ports.

Overall, the OToR switch can accommodate t switching cards
and each switching card is integratedwith s optical crossbars. Thus
the OToR switch can support up to s × t wavelengths when the
switch is fully filled with the switching cards. The modular de-
sign and horizontal–vertical structure realize a clear package of the
switching capacity. Initially, each switch could be configured with
a few switching cards that is just enough to route currently used
wavelengths. When more wavelengths are introduced during the
expansion,more switching cards are inserted into theOToR switch.
The pluggable switch card makes it easy to implement the switch-
ing capacity expansion.

Each uplink card exactly contains one switching port used for
connecting other OToR switches. Fig. 3(b) shows the layout of an
uplink card. Two 1:(t + 1) AWGmodules are used to de-multiplex
andmultiplex theWDMsignal. The converters and buffers are used
to receive and forward the control packets which pass through this
port. At the input waveguide, the control signal is extracted from
the control channel and converted into the electronic packet. Then
it is stored in the buffers, waiting to be processed by the control
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card. Other input data signals are delivered to different switching
cards based on its wavelengths. Here s wavelengths form a group
and thesewavelengths are processed in the same switching card. A
scheduler in the control card polls each uplink card for the control
packets periodically. The packet parser is used to identify the type
of control packets and then it sends the corresponding information
to themain controller. For the setup packet received from the cube
links, the main controller will calculate the output port and check
whether the requiredwavelength is free. If yes, themain controller
will change the wavelength state on the state table and notify the
main switching allocator to configure the corresponding switching
module. Then this setup packet is forwarded to the right output
uplink card. If the required wavelength has been occupied, the
setup packet will be temporarily buffered in the control card. The
setup packet received from the ring linkswill directly pass through
the fast forwarding channels. Specifically, the ring port will send
the received setup packet on the dedicated data wires. Then a
comparator checks whether this packet arrives at the destination.
If yes, the data wires connected to the other ring port are cut off
and this packet is only sent to the local buffers. Otherwise, this
setup packet is directly sent to the other ring port. Simultaneously
a copy of the packet, used for configuring the switching fabric, is
kept in the local buffer. The ACK packet is transmitted through
the reserved optical path, without being processed hop by hop.
While the teardown packet, used for releasing the corresponding
wavelength, will be processed like the set up packet.

The layout of a switching card is shown in Fig. 3(a). One local
switching controller is used to manage the optical switching state
and s optical crossbars are operated on the different wavelengths.
On the top edge of the card one connector is used to deliver the
control information between the local switching controller and the
main switching allocator while other connectors directly attach
to each uplink card through the midplane. The incoming WDM
signal may contain swavelengths at most and it is divided into the
single-wavelength signal by the 1:s AWG at the input waveguide.
Each single-wavelength signal is delivered into the corresponding
crossbarmodule. As the optical crossbar has been configuredby the
corresponding setup packet, the signal will be directly guided to
the required output port. The different single-wavelength signals,
coming from different crossbars, are multiplexed again at the
output waveguide and then this new WDM signal is delivered to
the proper output uplink cards. Finally, in the output direction of
the uplink card, theWDM signals, coming from different switching
cards, are furthermultiplexed by the 1:(t+1) AWG and forwarded
to the nextOToR switch. Asmentioned before, theMEMS switching
module experiences the relatively long configuration time (about
tens of milliseconds), it will result in a high delay for the optical
path establishment. The bandwidth utilization of OCS is reduced
since the optical links cannot carry any data during the period of
path setup. To overcome this issue, the optical crossbar should be
constructed with other advanced photonic devices, such as AWG,
SOA [27] and microring resonators [35].

It is alsoworth noting that the n+2 local ports rather than a sin-
gle local port are used to connect the EToR switch to OToR switch.
Themain reason is that a single local linkwill result in the blocking
at the source when two connections reuse the same wavelength.
For example, in Fig. 1 connections (000, 000) → (000, 001) and
(000, 000) → (000, 010) can use the same wavelength. How-
ever, if only one link exists between the EToR switch and the OToR
switch, these two connections cannot send data simultaneously.
The n + 2 local links can achieve concurrent nonblocking trans-
mission between the EToR switch and the OToR switch. Hence, the
OToR switch contains 2 × (n + 2) uplink cards in RingCube.
5. Performance evaluation and cost analysis

A simulator is proposed to evaluate the performance of
RingCube (k, n,m). The simulator is developed on the basic net-
work simulation platform OPNET, which is widely used by the
technology research organizations and universities. The event-
based simulation engine enables a more fast and efficient means
of simulating the large scale network. Moreover, it could provide
an open environment for the users to re-develop the customized
device models and communication protocols. The object-oriented
modeling approach and graphical user interface (GUI) enable rel-
atively easy means to build the simulation scenario. We can also
design various probes to accurately detect the network running
status. The electronic fat tree is selected to compare because it
shows good properties in the cost, scalability and network perfor-
mance among the proposed architectures in the literature. Specif-
ically, fat tree is a typical scale-out network which can expand to a
large scale with the inexpensive switches. By increasing the num-
ber of ports in each switch, fat tree expands its network without
decreasing the aggregated bandwidth. Moreover, this rearrange-
able non-blocking network canprovide the equal bandwidth to any
pair of source–destination servers in the network. Thus fat tree can
be served as the standard to evaluate the scalability, performance,
and cost of other network architectures. We also compare the per-
formance of RingCube with that of other optical interconnects. As
a centralized optical architecture, DOS achieves low latency and
high throughput by thewavelength parallelism of the AWGRbased
switching fabric. This network is considered as the classic opti-
cal data center network designed for the high throughput and low
topology complexity. Thus DOS is selected as the compared optical
interconnect in the simulation.

In the simulation experiments, the dimension of hypercube n
and thenumber of servers each rackholdingm are fixed to 4 and20,
while the number of clusters k is set to 1, 3, 4 and 6.We then obtain
RingCube holding 320, 960, 1280, and 1920 servers respectively.
The size of fat tree network is set to 432 and 1024, corresponding
to the switch port number of 12 and 16 respectively. To fully utilize
the multiple paths, Equal-Cost-Multi-Path forwarding (ECMP) is
applied in fat tree. For the fairness of the simulation comparison,
in DOS each AWGR port is connected to a rack with 20 servers.
We build a 32-port AWGR model and then get DOS network with
640 servers. In above three network architectures, each server
is equipped with the 1 Gbps network interface card (NIC). The
bandwidth of the copper links is set to 1 Gbps and each wave
channel has 10 Gbps bandwidth.

We build a packet-based simulation system to accuratelymodel
the behavior of the network architecture. Thus a traffic flow is
emulated by a set of packets which are sequentially generated by
the server, with the same source and destination addresses. The
size of the data packets is fixed to 512 bytes while the length of
the traffic flows varies in different simulation scenarios. The packet
generation process obeys the exponential distributionwith amean
interval time being calculated by the desired injection rate. The
destination address is generated based on the following two traffic
patterns: (1) Uniform, where the destination server is randomly
selected. (2) Local, where the servers in the same pod or in the
same cluster with the source server has the higher probability to
be selected as the destination. Based on [36], this probability is set
to 70%. DOS is only tested under the uniform traffic pattern since
this network does not divide the servers into different clusters.

The performance of RingCube, fat tree, and DOS is compared
by two metrics: (1) The average End-to-End (ETE) delay, which is
defined as the average time that it takes from the packet’s creation
at the source to its arrival at the destination. (2) The network
throughput, which is defined as the rate of the message that is
successfully delivered over a communication channel.
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Fig. 4. ETE delay (a) and throughput (b) under the packet-level uniform traffic pattern FT_12P: fat tree with 12-port switch; FT_16P: fat tree with 16-port switch; RC_1C:
RingCube (1, 4, 20); RC_3C: RingCube (3, 4, 20); RC_4C: RingCube (4, 4, 20); RC_6C: RingCube (6, 4, 20).
First, we build a packet-level simulation scenario where each
flowcontains only onedata packet. In this case, the rapidly changed
traffic loadwill impose great burdens onOCS. Hence, we can detect
whether RingCube can overcome the high blocking ratio of OCS or
not.

Fig. 4 shows the network performance under the packet-level
uniform traffic pattern. For electronic fat tree network, the satura-
tion point is around 0.9 Gbps/node. It is reasonable since fat tree
is a full bisection bandwidth topology. Theoretically, any pair of
servers can communicate at the maximum available bandwidth if
the traffic load can be uniformly distributed among all intermedi-
ate switches. RingCube (1, 4, 20) achieves higher performance than
fat tree. Themain reason is when RingCube contains only one clus-
ter, it becomes a concurrent contention-free architecture which
is even better than the strictly non-blocking architecture. With
WAH, a single cluster can achieve all-to-all non-blocking commu-
nication, which means not only the cluster can provide a connec-
tion from any idle source to any idle destination, but also permit
any destination to receive multiple signals from different sources.
Other two reasons contributing to this improvement are the traffic
grooming strategy and the fast switching optical fabric, which ef-
fectively increase the bandwidth utilization of OCS. Exploring the
cyclic wavelength routing characteristics of the AWGR, DOS also
supports the concurrent contention-free connections between all
input ports and output ports. DOS shows a little better ETE delay
performance than RingCube (1, 4, 20) because of the following two
reasons. First, DOS enables a one-hop optical switching between
any two racks, which effectively reduces the network latency. Sec-
ond, theAWGR switching fabric employs the optical packet switch-
ing strategy to eliminate the overhead of the optical path setup.
However, this performance benefit is achieved at the cost of inflex-
ible expansion mode and more wavelengths. DOS needs to adopt
the scale-up mode to expand the number of network ports and
aggregated bandwidth. Moreover, it requires more wavelengths
to resolve the packet contention in wavelength domain. i.e. DOS
connecting with 256 racks needs 256 wavelength to achieve the
all-to-all contention-free communication, while RingCube (1, 8,
20) needs 206 wavelengths to build the same scale network and
achieve the similar network performance.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the saturation point of 12-port fat tree
is very similar to that of 16-port fat tree. Thus fat tree can keep
a consistent scalability between the aggregated bandwidth and
the computing power. However, the performance of RingCube de-
grades when twomore clusters are introduced. The reason is to re-
duce the required number of wavelengths, several external cluster
flows need to compete for the samewavelength. Thuswhen the ex-
ternal cluster traffic is involved, some blocking is inevitable and an
earlier saturation point is encountered. It is also worth noting that
the performance becomes better with more clusters added. This
is because the wavelength contention has been restricted to a few
specific external cluster flows which have the same source clus-
ter_id and destination cluster_id. Under uniform traffic pattern, the
collision probability of two contention flows is 1/ [k × (k − 1)]2.
As the number of cluster k increases, the collision probability de-
creases quickly. This result indicates that although some blocking
exists, RingCube is still able to expand to large scale with the con-
siderable network performance.

The network performance of fat tree and RingCube is also com-
pared under the packet-level local traffic pattern. As shown in
Fig. 5, fat tree and RingCube have the similar saturation point, ap-
proximate to the maximum injection rate of the server NIC. The
performance of fat tree under the local traffic improves little, be-
cause more traffic flows traverse fewer hops from the source to
the destination. For RingCube, when local traffic pattern is em-
ployed, more traffic flows benefit from the concurrent contention-
free communication within the cluster and less traffic flows suffer
from the wavelength collision between clusters. Based on this rea-
son, all RingCube networks with different clusters can achieve the
ideal performance.

We then build a more realistic simulation scenario in which the
workload is a mixture of large and small traffic flows. Based on the
analysis of the nature traffic characteristics in data center [36], the
majority flows are small in size, butmost data is carried by the large
flows whose percentage is less than 10%. Thus in this simulation
scenario, 99% traffic flows are small flows with the size of a few
thousands of Bytes. Only 1% traffic flows are large flows with the
size of 1 MB around.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the network performance under the uni-
form and local traffic pattern respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, DOS
still has the highest saturation point under the mixed flows and
uniform traffic pattern. Although the workload becomes unevenly
distributed, the AWGR-based switching fabric can provide enough
switching capacity to handle the increased traffic burdens. For the
electronic fat tree, as ECMP selects one path for the traffic flow ran-
domly, regardless of the real demand of the bandwidth [37], this
leads to uneven traffic distribution, with some links persistently
congested while others idle. Thus from Figs. 6 and 7 it can be seen
that electronic fat tree with ECMP routing algorithm encounters a
low saturation point when facing themixed traffic flows. RingCube
is also unaffected by the mixed traffic flows. The main reason is
that the traffic grooming strategy is deployed at each EToR switch.
i.e. the traffic flows are buffered and reassembled before being
injected into the optical network. This traffic shaping strategy
weakens the impact of the mixed flows on the network perfor-
mance. Finally, it is also observed that RingCube with different
clusters have the similar delay performance because of the lower
competition probability under the local traffic pattern.

Cost efficiency is another issue for network design since it con-
tributes to the profit of the data center. A comparison between fat
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Fig. 5. ETE delay (a) and throughput (b) under the packet-level local traffic pattern.
Fig. 6. ETE delay (a) and throughput (b) under the mixed flows and uniform traffic pattern.
Fig. 7. ETE delay (a) and throughput (b) under the mixed flows and local traffic pattern.
tree and RingCube (k, 5,m) is shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c). The results in-
dicate that RingCube saves at least 23.2% switches and 49.6% links
while provides much more bandwidth than fat tree. Fig. 8(d) indi-
cates that WAH reduces a large number of wavelengths compared
with the wavelength allocation based on Spanning Balance Tree
(SBT) in [31], even in SBT the special switching strategy LOBS-HC
supports H connections to share the same wavelength. Moreover,
with the allowance of the limited blocking ratio, RingCube can fur-
ther cuts down the required number of wavelengths. For example,
assume that each rack contains 20 servers. Then we can build a
12-hypercube to optically connect 4096 racks which holds 81920
servers. To achieve non-blocking communication, LOBS-HC with
H = 10 may need 71680 wavelengths and theWAH requires 3668
wavelengths. However, at the cost of an acceptable blocking ratio,
RingCube (16, 8, 20) only requires 250 wavelengths to support the
same scale of servers. Considering currently the available number
of wavelengths across C and L bandsmay not expect to exceed 300,
RingCube may better tradeoff the performance and technical fea-
sibility.

6. Conclusions

Adistributedoptical interconnectionnetworkRingCube (k, n,m)
is proposed to eliminate the high cost and limited scalability of
the centralized optical interconnect schemes.With theWDM tech-
nique, RingCube realizes an incrementally scale-out mode while
keeping the regular structure. The reasonable wavelength alloca-
tion strategy is designed, which not only reduces the high blocking
ratio of OCS but also saves a large number of wavelengths. More-
over, a pluggable modular optical switch is proposed to provide
the scalable wavelength switching capacity. Finally, the simula-
tion results indicate that RingCube achieves the considerable per-
formance and scalability at the cost of fewer network devices and
wavelengths.
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